
 

 

PROJECT SUMMARY 
 

Making it Easier to Interact with Technology 
Through Handheld Personal Universal Controllers 

We propose to investigate how various kinds of handheld devices can be used to control all 
kinds of home, office and factory equipment. Stereos, VCRs, telephones, copiers, FAX ma-
chines, factory equipment, clocks, and even light switches use computer-control interfaces. 
The problem with many appliances is that they are too complex. Some appliances need thirty 
or more buttons to cover all of their functions. This complexity can even make relatively sim-
ple tasks, like setting the clock on a VCR, so difficult that people avoid them. Even simple 
devices can be hard to use if the interface is unfamiliar to the user; when traveling, many peo-
ple are stumped by the user interface for setting the alarm on the clocks in hotel rooms, so 
they arrange for a wake-up-call instead. 

Most people today carry at least one form of wearable or handheld technology, including 
watches, cell-phones, pagers, or personal digital assistants (PDAs) like a Palm Pilot or Pock-
etPC. In the near future, these devices will be able to communicate with each other, and with 
other appliances around them, using wireless technologies such as infrared, BlueTooth radio, 
or IEEE 802.11 radio. 

Our proposal is that when users point their own handheld at a light switch, at a photocopier 
in an office, at a machine tool in a factory, at a VCR at home, at a piece of test equipment in 
the field, or at almost any other kind of device, the device will send to the handheld a de-
scription of its control parameters. The handheld uses this information to create an appropri-
ate control panel, taking into account the properties of the controls that are needed, the prop-
erties of the handheld (the display type and input techniques available), and the properties of 
the user (what formats are familiar for various tasks, what language is preferred, how big the 
buttons should be based on whether the user prefers using a finger or a stylus). The user can 
then control the device using the handheld. The device will not need to dedicate much proc-
essing power, hardware, or cost to the user interface, since it will only need to contain a de-
scription of its capabilities and storage for the current settings, along with hardware for wire-
less communication. The handheld software will use intelligent techniques to create useful 
and appropriate interfaces that are customized for each user. 

The approach we propose will help insure that the resulting user interfaces on the handheld 
will be easy to use. First, we are creating control panels by hand for various types of hand-
helds and various devices. We will then perform user studies to validate and improve these 
designs. A preliminary study suggests, for example, that hand-designed control panels for a 
shelf stereo and an office phone that runs on a Palm Pilot may be twice as fast with 1/5 the 
errors as the manufacture’s interface. The hand-designed user interfaces will guide the de-
sign of a specification language that will describe the components of the interface at a high 
level. The next phase of the research will be to create software that will automatically design 
interfaces from the specification language for different devices. Finally, we will perform user 
studies to determine the usability of the automatically generated interfaces, especially com-
pared to the original hand-designed interfaces. 
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Making it Easier to Interact with Technology 
Through Handheld Personal Universal Controllers 

1. Introduction 

Increasingly, home and office appliances, including televisions, VCRs, stereo equipment, refrigerators, 
washing machines, thermostats, light switches, telephones, copiers, and factory equipment, have embed-
ded computers, and often come with remote controls. Many predict that most future appliances will be on 
the Internet so they can be remotely monitored and controlled. However, the trend has been that as appli-
ances get more features and are more computerized, their user interfaces get harder to use [Brouwer-
Janse 1992]. 

Meanwhile, another trend is that people are increasingly carrying computerized devices that can commu-
nicate. People have cell-phones, pagers, personal digital assistants (PDAs) such as a Palm Pilot or Pock-
etPC, and even watches that can communicate using various wireless networks. The advent of the Blue-
Tooth short-distance radio network [Haartsen 1998] is expected to enable many devices to communicate 
with other devices in the vicinity. 

Our proposed research is to try to use handheld devices to improve the user interfaces for appliances. Our 
preliminary research suggests that this has the opportunity to be spectacularly successful. For example, 
our prototype of control panels for a shelf stereo and an office telephone enabled users to complete com-
plex tasks in 1/2 the time and with 1/5 the errors compared to using the manufacturer’s interfaces 
[Nichols 2001]. Since many appliances are just now becoming networked and wireless capabilities are 
improving, this is the opportune time to be performing this research. 

We call our approach the “Personal Universal Controller” (PUC). A key feature is that, unlike so-called 
“universal remotes” that are available today, such as the Phillips Pronto [Philips 2001], our proposed 
controller will be self-programming. Today’s remotes are either pre-programmed in the factory with a 
subset of the features of some specific appliances, or else the user is required to laboriously hand-
program the remote with each desired function of each device. In contrast, our proposed remote will en-
gage in a two-way exchange with the appliance, to first upload a description of the appliance’s functions 
from which it will create a control panel automatically, and finally to send appropriate control signals to 
the appliance as the user operates the control panel.  

1.1. Complexity of Devices 

An important motivation for the proposed research is the increasing complexity of consumer and busi-
ness devices. Most desk phones, cell phones, clock radios, VCRs, stereos, washing machines, microwave 
ovens, thermostats, photocopiers, fax machines, etc. have many unused features. Most consumers find it 
difficult to master the basic functions of some of these devices, never mind the sophisticated features. 
Even simple devices are not immune to this problem; when traveling, I am frequently stumped by the 
user interface for setting the alarm on the clocks in hotel rooms. 

One reason is that appliances must economize on buttons and displays, and therefore they often reuse the 
same buttons for multiple functions. Often, pressing and holding a button will perform a different opera-
tion than a quick tap, but there is usually no indication of this on the button’s label. Many appliances 
have invisible temporal modes that change the meaning of buttons. Furthermore, most appliances do not 
provide unambiguous feedback to users. Indicators of appliance state can be confusing. For example, on 
a stereo that combines a CD and tape player, it may be difficult to decide whether a circling arrow means 
that the CD will repeat, the tape will repeat, or both. Feedback also must be given in response to opera-
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tions so that the users know exactly what they are doing. As an example, it can be difficult to tell if a sin-
gle beep is intended as positive or negative feedback. 

In addition, there is little standardization of the labeling, placement or behavior of the controls on con-
sumer devices. The increasing computerization of equipment can only make this problem worse, as it 
becomes cheaper to embed sophisticated computing in even the smallest devices. Today, enormous proc-
essing power can be very cheaply embedded in devices as simple as a light-switch, but providing a good 
user interface for that processor is still a significant expense. Many devices today come with custom re-
mote controls, which themselves may be poorly designed. Furthermore, the consumer is faced with the 
familiar problem of having dozens of incompatible remote controls to deal with. 

A CHI’92 panel states: “User interfaces for consumer products are notoriously bad” [Brouwer-Janse 
1992] and claims that the causes include “designs that are modeled after the user interface of computer 
systems, … [and a] rigid system of constraints on display size, memory, cpu power, input devices, condi-
tions of use, component price, mechanical compatibility, manufacturability and serviceability.” Most 
devices probably do not get the extensive usability testing [Nielsen 1993] that might help identify usabil-
ity problems early in the design phase. Hugo Strubbe from Philips says: 

Human factors techniques have been tried successfully on TV interface prototypes. However, 
such work typically has little effect on products. Designs made by human factors people are 
often more expensive than those made by engineers. Cost is an important purchase criterion 
for consumers. They rarely evaluate ease-of-use in the shop. Therefore, one cannot charge ex-
tra for it. Consumers who are unable to use the product at home accept this as their fault and 
do not return the product. The consumer has to be taught to insist on ease-of-use, and our hu-
man factors work does not directly contribute to this [Brouwer-Janse 1992, p. 289]. 

1.2. Target Platforms 

In order to insure that our software is not specific to a particular form factor or operating system, we will 
target a number of different platforms for the PUC. Initially, we will focus on Palm OS devices, Pock-
etPC devices, and Internet-enabled cell-phones. The Palm and PocketPC devices have monochrome or 
color screens that are touch sensitive. The PocketPC has a large screen with higher resolution. Cell-
phones tend to have much smaller screens (e.g., 100x100 pixels) that are not touch sensitive. Instead, 
they use number buttons and scroll arrows. 

In the future, we may look at supporting other devices, such as alphanumeric pagers with little keyboards 
and even a computerized watch [Narayanaswami 2000], if it becomes practical and available. In this 
document, we use the term “handheld” to refer to the platform hosting the Personal Universal Controller, 
but this is not meant to imply that we are excluding other kinds of wearable devices like watches for fu-
ture consideration. 

The devices to be controlled include all kinds of office and home equipment. Although we use the term 
“appliance” in this proposal, we also mean to include other equipment, such as light switches, copiers, 
automobile settings, factory equipment, and any other devices that may have embedded computers. 

1.3. Advantages for a Personal Universal Controller 

The proposed Universal Personal Controller aims to alleviate the problems with the user interface of to-
day’s appliances. Wouldn’t it be nice to be able to point your own PDA at the hotel clock and use a fa-
miliar and well-designed user interface on the PDA to set the alarm? There are a number of reasons why 
our proposed Personal Universal Controller is expected to have a better user interface than today’s de-
vices. 
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By having a universal device owned by the person, the user interface will be separate from the function-
ality. This can allow appropriate specialists to be involved with the separate parts. Furthermore, by off-
loading the user interface onto a user’s handheld, more money and effort can be spent on the handheld 
controller than would be practical for the devices being controlled. 

Since the controller will be personal, the interfaces will be portable and consistent across appliances. The 
interfaces will belong to the user, not to the machine. Common user interface elements can be used 
across appliances, which will facilitate consistency and familiarity. If the user knows how to set the time 
for an alarm clock, the same user interface can be used to set the time on a VCR. 

Another important advantage of the PUC is the ability to use more expensive hardware for the controller 
itself. For example, we may have a touch-sensitive graphical LCD screen such as found on PDAs and on 
high-end cell-phones, even though these are too expensive for use on conventional appliances.  

As discussed below in section 5.2, our early research suggests that an interface on a handheld can be sig-
nificantly better than the interface supplied by the manufacturer using the front panel of the appliance 
and its remote control. 

1.4. Advantages for Automatic Design of Control Panels 

The most interesting and challenging part of the proposed research is to automatically create panels of 
controls for appliances. Most remote controls today are pre-programmed in the factory for a single de-
vice, and sometimes for a few others. For example, most VCR remotes can also control TVs. This ap-
proach is clearly not scaleable to many devices, and the remotes often only cover the basic functions and 
omit useful features the consumer might want (e.g., mine does not have a “mute” button). The other ap-
proach used today requires the consumer to laboriously hand-program each function of the remote. For 
example, with the Phillips Pronto remote control [Philips 2001], the Harman-Kardon and Microsoft re-
mote control [Harman-Kardon 2000], and Pacific Neo-Tek’s “Omni-Remote” software [Pacific Neo-Tek 
2000] for the Palm, the user must have the old remote for the device to be controlled. The old remote is 
aimed at the controller, and, for each operation to be provided on the controller, the user must specify a 
button on the controller and then push the corresponding button on the old remote. In contrast, the pro-
posed PUC will be able to create a control panel for new devices without requiring any programming by 
the user. 

One approach might be to have the device send to the PUC a fully-designed control panel. This is similar 
to the philosophy of Jini [Sun 2000], which sends a complete implementation of the user interface for the 
requested service. For the device control envisioned here, sending a pre-defined panel will not work be-
cause of the wide range of handheld mobile devices, with vastly different input and output capabilities. 
We want to support cell-phones with 8-line displays and 14 buttons, monochrome and color Palm OS 
devices with 160x160 pixels and a touch screen, color Pocket PC devices with 240 x 320 pixels, etc. In 
the Jini model, the device would need to provide many different control panels each tuned for a different 
kind of handheld. Furthermore, the devices we want to control are expected to last for many years 
whereas the features of handhelds change every year. For example, we would want the same light switch 
or dishwasher that can be controlled by a PDA to work with a future controller built into a watch, which 
might have a new kind of round display and only four buttons. 

Therefore, we propose to have the appliance send to the controller a high-level specification of the pa-
rameters and controls for the device, and have the controller automatically create a user interface based 
on this specification. This will enable the same specification to be used by controllers with significantly 
different characteristics. The automatic generation of the user interface will take into account the input 
and output capabilities of the controller along with user preferences and other information. Users might 
specify, for example, that they want bigger buttons and bigger labels because they want to press them 
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with a finger, or alternatively that they prefer smaller buttons so more will fit on the screen at the same 
time. Since the display on the handheld is likely to be bigger than on the device, longer names and even 
help text can appear on the controller. If automatic machine language translation is available, the user 
might be able to request a French or Japanese interface, and have the textual labels translated by the con-
troller.  

Another important advantage of automatic generation is that the controller can impose consistency across 
all the devices that are controlled. For example, both a phone and a clock radio have a volume control, so 
panels for both should use the same widget for volume and put it in the same place. For example, a con-
troller on a Pocket PC will use the standard widget for setting the volume (a slider next to a speaker 
icon), but on a Palm, the volume usually is represented as a pop-up with a few choices. Similarly, when 
the controller is pointed at a clock from any manufacturer, the same control panel should appear on the 
controller. The panels should also be consistent with other applications running on the same hardware. 

Dynamically created user interfaces to networked devices, such as telephones, enable new kinds of ser-
vices to be automatically incorporated into the user interface even after the devices have been deployed. 
For example, if the phone system starts offering “call-back-last-number,” this might automatically ap-
pear as a new labeled button on the PUC, rather than requiring the user to remember to press *69. 

Another possible advantage is that the controller can serve as an “authentication token” and dynamically 
provide different interfaces to different classes of users. Some devices, such as the 3Com Internet phones  
[Dalgic 2000], require the user to login. Pointing a PDA at the phone is much easier than keying in a user 
name and password onto the phone keypad. If stronger authentication is needed, technologies like Secure 
Computing’s SafeWord or SofToken (http://www.securecomputing.com/), which already run on Palm 
OS and Pocket PC, might be incorporated into the controller protocols. Once the user is authenticated to 
the device, then new capabilities could be enabled. For example, the device might only provide certain 
controls to certain classes of users. For example, televisions in hotels might only provide the controls to 
add new channels to authorized service people, whereas anyone’s controller would be able to change 
channels and volume. Thermostats in offices might allow anyone to change the temperature within cer-
tain ranges, but only certain people might be authorized to switch from cooling to heating. 

1.5. Smart Environments 

Many research groups (e.g., CMU’s Aura project: http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~aura/; Stanford’s Interactive 
Workspaces project: http://graphics.stanford.edu/projects/iwork/: and MIT’s Oxygen project 
http://www.oxygen.lcs.mit.edu/) are investigating rooms that will have embedded cameras and micro-
phones to enable the user to gesture and talk to control the environment. When people carry a wireless 
mobile data communication device into these so-called “smart environments,” the device should serve as 
another way to control the environment. For example, sometimes it may be appropriate to speak a com-
mand (e.g., saying “lights on”), but other times, it may make more sense to use a control panel on a 
handheld mobile device (e.g., to move a continuous slider to adjust the light brightness, rather than say-
ing “darker, darker, darker, OK” or “lights to 32 percent”). 

The infrastructure that is needed for appliance control by smart environments is similar as what is needed 
by a Personal Universal Controller as proposed here. Both cases will need to be able to discover what 
devices are around, get descriptions of what the devices can do, and know how to give commands to con-
trol the devices. Therefore, we see the PUC research as very complementary to the Smart Environments 
work. 
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1.6. Controlling Real Appliances 

The exciting vision of the Personal Universal Controller proposed by this research can clearly not happen 
until all appliance manufacturers adopt a consistent standard for communicating with the PUC, and on 
the specification language for the devices. It is not expected that this would happen during this research 
project (if it ever does). However, the goal of this project is to investigate the format and content of such 
a specification and algorithms that might be used to generate the interfaces. We hope that this research 
will help motivate the manufacturers to adopt such a standard, and we would be willing to help with the 
standardization effort. 

In the short term, there will clearly not be devices that can communicate with our Personal Universal 
Controller. We will be able to test and evaluate our research progress using simulations of the specifica-
tions that the appliances would return, and then simulations of the control of the appliances. However, it 
will be much more interesting and exciting to be able to demonstrate the actual control of some devices. 
We will first acquire whatever devices we can find that support two-way inquiry and control. For exam-
ple, 3Com Corporation project has created a Palm remote controller for an Internet phone [Dalgic 2000], 
which we hope to acquire for demonstration purposes. We are also negotiating with companies such as 
Sony and Philips to try to acquire devices with which we can engage in two-directional communication 
because we very much want to demonstrate practical and effective control of some real devices. We will 
also select a few devices that already accept infrared one-way remote control, and create specifications 
for what they would report if they supported two-way communication. These specifications will then be 
used to generate user interfaces on the controller as if they had been supplied directly by the devices. We 
plan to investigate using a “universal remote” like the Philips Pronto, the Harman-Kardon remote, or Pa-
cific Neo-Tek’s “Omni-Remote” software as a front end to control devices these kinds of devices. 

2. Related Work 

There are many different classes of systems that are related to the proposed work.  

A number of research groups are working on controlling appliances from handheld devices. Hodes, et. al. 
propose a similar idea to our PUC, which they call a “universal interactor” that can adapt itself to control 
many devices [Hodes 1997]. However, their research seems to have focused on the system and infrastruc-
ture issues rather than how to create the user interfaces. Their later paper describes the “rvic” system 
[Hodes 1999] that allows a Palm pilot or laptop to remotely control the audio/video equipment in a meet-
ing room, but the control panels are hand-designed and hard-coded into the Palm program. The Stanford 
iRoom project [Fox 2000] also supports remote control from PDAs, and they tried two designs: one with 
the remote control hand-coded on the Palm, and the other using Web forms displayed by a standard Web 
browser on the handheld. In both cases, the programmer designed the control panels in advance. The 
IBM PIMA project mentions using a PDA to control devices and services [Banavar 2000], but apparently 
has not yet addressed this issue. Another IBM project [Eustice 1999] describes a “Universal Information 
Appliance” (UIA) that might be implemented on a PDA. The UIA uses an XML-based language called 
MoDAL from which it creates a user interface panel for accessing information. However, the MoDAL 
processor apparently only handles simple layouts and its only type of input control is text strings. 

A part of the Xweb [Olsen Jr. 2000] project is working to create technologies that can create customized 
interfaces that are appropriate to the interests of the user. The goal is to separate the functionality of the 
appliance from the device upon which it is displayed. Xweb defines an XML language from which user 
interfaces can be created. Another XML language for user interface design is UIML [Abrams 1999], 
from which user interfaces can be created. 

Other projects have looked at the general issues around having a PDA and stationary devices working 
together, including the original Xerox ParcTab [Want 1995] system, Rekimoto’s many systems 
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[Rekimoto 1997][Rekimoto 1998][Rekimoto 1999], and our Pebbles system [Myers 1998b][Myers 
2000b][Myers 2000c][Myers 2001b]. In these, the user interfaces for the PDA have been hand-designed. 

With respect to automatic design of user interfaces, the WML language for WAP phones is relevant, 
since it leaves some aspects of the user interface for the phone to decide. However in practice, most of 
the design must be included in the WML specification. There were a number of research systems that 
looked at automatic design of user interfaces for conventional computers. These sometimes went under 
the name of “model-based” techniques [Szekely 1993]. Here, the programmer provides a specification 
(“model”) of the properties of the application, along with specifications of the user and the display. This 
approach was moderately successful at creating dialog boxes [Kim 1993] [Vander Zanden 1990] and cre-
ating complete interfaces in a limited range [Olsen Jr. 1989] [Frank 1993] [Szekely 1993]. The ITS sys-
tem from IBM was used to create all the screens for the information kiosks at the EXPO’92 worlds fair 
[Wiecha 1989][Wiecha 1990]. Of particular note is the layout algorithm in the DON system that 
achieved a pleasing, compact, and logical placement of the controls [Kim 1993]. Other systems focused 
on the initial creation assuming a user would edit the resulting user interface [Foley 1988] [Singh 1989]. 
We plan to extend these results to create panels of controls on handhelds of significantly different prop-
erties. 

One problem with many of these model-based systems is that the automatically created user interface 
was often not as good as a person could create, and therefore required intervention to fix up the resulting 
interface or else fix up the rules with special cases. Another problem is that the specification the designer 
had to write got to be quite large with much extra information needed for the layout algorithm to do a 
good job. We feel that our proposed system will avoid these problems because we will start off with 
high-quality user interfaces from which the specification language features will be designed, and we can 
use the restrictions of the control panels to simplify the specifications. Controller interfaces are simpler 
than other kinds of interfaces since they are constructed mainly of buttons and selection lists, grouped 
appropriately on the screen. Understanding the groupings solves much of the layout problem, which is 
key issue that will be addressed in the specification language. 

3. The Pebbles Project 

The research proposed here will be performed as part of the Pebbles project 
(http://www.pebbles.hcii.cmu.edu) [Myers 2001b], which is investigating the many ways that handheld 
devices will be used at the same time as other computerized devices. As part of the Pebbles project, we 
have looked at multiple PDAs connected to a PC to support meetings [Myers 1998b]. For example, in 
design reviews, brainstorming sessions, and organizational meetings, a PC is often used to display slides 
or a current plan, and the people in attendance provide input. Our applications allow each person to use 
their PDA to control the PC’s cursor and keyboard input from their seat. In other research, we are inves-
tigating how a PDA can be equally useful for a single person as an extension to the Windows user inter-
face for desktop applications [Myers 2000c]. We performed a study that showed, for example, that the 
PDA could be used very effectively as a scrolling device for desktop applications [Myers 2000b]. 

The software we have developed as part of the Pebbles project is mostly available for free download 
from our web site: http://www.pebbles.hcii.cmu.edu. We anticipate that the technology developed as part 
of the proposed research will similarly be widely distributed. 

4. Device Discovery and Communication 

How will the Personal Universal Controller find out about the devices? There is already a move towards 
“self-describing devices.” The BlueTooth radio standard [Haartsen 1998], for example, already includes 
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a “Service Discovery Protocol” for finding out whether there are any other Bluetooth-enabled devices in 
a given space. 

Many other “service discovery” and “service description” languages are being developed, usually based 
on the XML format. Currently, most of these are aimed at peripherals that today connect to computers, 
but extensions to other kinds of devices are inevitable. For example, Microsoft’s “Universal Plug and 
Play” (http://www.upnp.org) includes a way for devices to describe their features, and has been em-
braced by “more than 120 consumer electronics, computing, home automation, home security, home ap-
pliance, computer networking and other leading companies” (quoted from a press release at: 
http://www.upnp.org/forum/default.htm). Other efforts include the Jini protocol [Sun 2000], Salutation 
(http://www.salutation.org/), parts of the WML standard for cell-phones [WAP Forum 1999], and UIML 
that is a proposed language for describing user interfaces [Abrams 1999]. Another example is that 3Com 
has developed an Internet telephone that can interface to a Palm handheld [Dalgic 2000]. The Palm can 
control certain features of the telephone using a standard protocol called “PhoneControl” [Dean 2000] 
that 3Com has proposed as an IETF standard. PhoneControl provides for 2-way communication and al-
lows the controller to inquire as to the capabilities of the telephone, as well as to initiate and terminate 
calls. Unfortunately, none of these standards seem sufficiently powerful for what we need in a specifica-
tion language. It is interesting to note that the ability to query about devices’ properties and to control 
devices remotely will also be necessary to enable other kinds of external control that many people are 
predicting, including centralized computer control and voice control of devices. 

Communicating with devices will also get increasingly easy. Today, many systems already have embed-
ded infrared receivers, used by their remote controls. In the future, devices may support two-way infrared 
communication to enable the controller to receive information from the device as well. The 3Com Inter-
net Phone works this way [Dalgic 2000]. All of today’s PDAs and many cell-phones also have two-way 
infrared capability (even the Furby toy has two-way infrared). The advantage of infrared is that it is al-
ready available and cheap. Infrared is usually highly directional and short range, which is both an advan-
tage and a disadvantage. It minimizes security concerns if only controllers near a device can control it 
(people on the street cannot turn on your TV), and people can identify which device they want to control 
by aiming the controller at it. Disadvantages include that it is not possible to find out all the devices that 
are around, and the user may not know where to point the device (to control the lights, do you point the 
controller at the light itself, or do you need to point to the “regular” wall switch for that light?). 

Other wireless technologies, such as IEEE 802.11, digital cell-phones and two-way pagers may also be 
useful. The new BlueTooth technology is advertised to provide short-range (in a room) low-power omni-
directional radio communication. Projections are that the chips to support BlueTooth will eventually 
match the cost and power usage of today’s infrared chips. Many vendors, from cell-phones to PDAs, are 
expected to incorporate BlueTooth communication. BlueTooth promises to significantly expand the 
range of devices that can be remotely controlled. It is inherently a two-way communication mechanism. 
Security is built into the BlueTooth specification, since it is designed for use with consumer telephones 
and other personal devices. We are hopeful that BlueTooth will be useful for finding out what devices 
are nearby and for communicating with devices without requiring the user to know where to point the 
controller. 

Currently, we envision using a combination of BlueTooth and infrared technologies in our Personal Uni-
versal Controller research. We hope to get early BlueTooth devices when they become available. Ini-
tially, we expect to use plug-in modules such as the Widcomm BlueTooth card for the HandSpring Visor 
(http://www.widcomm.com/products/blueConnect.htm). For infrared communication, we can use tech-
nology such as Omni-Remote [Pacific Neo-Tek 2000] to control the built-in infrared port on a Palm 
PDA. 
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5. Automatic Design of Control Panels 

Automatically creating high quality control panels from a specification is the main focus of this proposal. 
It is a difficult research problem that is unlikely to be addressed by commercial vendors, and has been 
mostly omitted from other work on remote controllers. Some previous approaches to automatic user in-
terface generation only produced low-quality, rough outlines of the user interface, and required much 
work from the user to improve the interface [Foley 1988] [Singh 1989]. Our design task will be made 
more difficult by the desire to support handhelds such as cell-phones with impoverished input and output 
capabilities. Nielsen warns that usability is increasingly important as the device gets smaller and has 
fewer resources [Nielsen 2000]. 

In order to automatically create high-quality user interfaces, we propose a multi-phase approach. First, 
we will hand-design control panels for a variety of devices and handhelds, and then evaluate these de-
signs with users. This phase is already in progress. Next, we will study these panels to determine the im-
portant properties that seem to be necessary in order for the system to be able to generate similar inter-
faces. This will drive the design of a specification language that will be able to represent all of the impor-
tant properties. Next, automatic generation engines will be created for various platforms that will be able 
to generate interfaces. The resulting interfaces will be evaluated in user tests for a variety of appliances 
to compare the generated interfaces to the hand-drawn ones, and to the original appliances’ interfaces. 

5.1. Hand-drawn screens 

As an initial step, we hand-designed control panels for a variety of appliances (see Figure 1). We did a 
Palm user interface for a complex office telephone and answering machine (the AT&T 1825), for a 
clock-radio (the Bose Wave Radio), and for a shelf stereo with its remote control (the Aiwa CX-
NMT70). We also did part of the user interface for the clock-radio for a Windows CE screen, and part of 
the telephone interface on an Internet phone. 

It is important to note that the complexity of these screens is much greater than can be handled by the 
remote controllers in the related work, and the specifications that can describe them seem to be beyond 
what can be represented in MoDAL, UIML, etc. We need this level of complexity, however, in order to 
cover the full set of functions of today’s (and tomorrow’s) appliances. 
 

 

    
 
Figure 1. Hand-drawn control panels for the Palm for the AT&T phone (left) and AIWA stereo (right). 

5.2. Initial User Study 

We then performed a user study to see if we were on the right track. We compared the manufacture’s 
interface to a paper-prototype of our Palm interfaces for the AT&T telephone and the Aiwa stereo. 
Figure 1 shows a few screens used in the study. We chose these two appliances because both are com-
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mon and combine several functions into a single unit. The Palm interfaces cover all the features of these 
appliances, as described in their user manuals. We used paper prototypes [Rettig 1994] because a soft-
ware implementation has not yet been completed. The results suggest that our on-screen control panels 
are much easier to use than the original physical buttons on the devices, especially for complex tasks. 

Subjects were asked to work through one list of tasks for the stereo and another list for the phone. One 
set of subjects worked on the actual stereo and the prototype interface for the phone, while the others 
worked on the actual phone and prototype for the stereo. We recorded the number of missteps and the 
number of times external help was required while the tasks were performed. 

We anticipated that some subjects would not be able to complete some of the more difficult tasks. If a 
subject gave up while working with the actual phone or stereo, they were given the user manual and 
asked to complete the task. Subjects working on the paper prototype were required to press the “help” 
button, available on nearly every screen, to get a verbal hint of how to proceed. 

Thirteen Carnegie Mellon graduate students, five female and eight male, volunteered to participate as 
subjects. All subjects were enrolled in the School of Computer Science. All had significant computer 
experience. Seven owned Palm devices at the time of the study, one subject had no Palm experience, and 
the remaining five had exposure to Palm devices in class or through friends. Everyone in the group had 
some experience with stereo systems. Only two did not have a stereo. Four subjects happened to own a 
stereo of the same brand used in this study. 

The results of the study indicate that subjects made fewer missteps and asked for help less using the pro-
totype handheld interfaces than using the actual appliances (see Figure 2). All of the results are statisti-
cally significant at the p < 0.001 level using a **what kind of test??**. On average, the Palm user inter-
face subjects made about 1/5 the errors (missteps). This indicates that the prototype handheld interfaces 
were more intuitive to use than the actual interfaces. Further, the average time to complete the tasks was 
about twice as long with the real appliance interface as with the Palm prototypes.  
 

 

 
Figure 2. Box-and-whisker plots showing the range of missteps and help requests for each appliance and 
interface type. 
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The problems that users had with the existing interfaces were mainly due to poorly labeled buttons and 
inadequate feedback. The worst examples of poorly labeled buttons were found on the AT&T phone. 
This phone has several buttons that can be pressed and released to activate one function and be pressed 
and held to activate another function. There is no text on the appliance to indicate this. 

A similar problem is also encountered on the stereo. Setting the timer requires the user to press a combi-
nation of buttons, each button press within four seconds of the last. The stereo does not display an indica-
tor to warn of this restriction, and often users were confused when a prompt would disappear when they 
had not acted quickly enough. 

The phone also suffered from an underlying technical separation between the telephone and the answer-
ing machine. None of the buttons on the phone can be used with the answering machine. Even the nu-
meric codes for the answering machine must be set using arrow buttons rather than the keypad. All but 
one subject tried to use the keypad buttons to set the code. The one exception read the user manual. 

In general, the prototype handheld interfaces were more intuitive. Informal measurements of time indi-
cate that subjects needed half as much time to complete tasks on the prototype interface. This difference 
can be accounted for in part by the large number of times subjects needed help with a task using the ex-
isting interface versus the paper prototype. Subjects almost never asked for help using the paper proto-
type. 

Inspired by the significant success of this preliminary study, we feel it is very appropriate to move ahead 
with the proposed research. In parallel with hand-designing interfaces for other platforms (such as the 
WAP internet phone and the PocketPC) and other appliances (such as a copier and FAX machine), we 
will begin designing the specification language and automatic generation tools. 

5.3. Specification Language 

We have some preliminary ideas about the requirements and the design for the specification language 
that will be used to create the user interfaces. The most important requirement is that it must be suffi-
ciently flexible and powerful so that an automatic generator can create high-quality user interfaces. The 
specification must be able to cover all the features of all appliances, so the PUC can be used to do both 
simple and complex tasks. In addition, we would like it to be easy to write for the human designer who is 
specifying an appliance’s features. Ideally, the size of a specification for an appliance should be smaller 
than the size of specifying one completely designed user interface. 

Another goal is that the specification should be at a high-level, describing the functions and operations of 
the appliance, rather than how they are realized in any user interface. Only in this way can the software 
on the handheld have the flexibility to create customized interfaces. The next sections discuss our initial 
thoughts on some details for the specification language. 

5.3.1. High-Level Types 

Most work on automatic generation of user interfaces has concentrated on primitive types, such as 
strings, commands, numbers, and enumerated types (select one or more from a list). The goal of the 
software was then to assign appropriate widgets to each (text input fields, buttons, sliders, and radio but-
tons, check boxes, or menus respectively), and then lay out the widgets. In the proposed research, we will 
extend the primitive types with higher-level types, such as “Volume,” for which some PUCs may have 
special widgets. For example, a Pocket PC implementation should use the standard built-in widget for 
setting the volume (a slider next to a speaker icon). We will also investigate high-level types that are ap-
propriate for our set of appliances. For example, specifying a time is a common activity across many ap-
pliances. Another common element might be a phone number, which often would be entered with a stan-
dard telephone-like pad. Many appliances support dynamic lists, such as the list of tracks on a CD, or the 
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messages and pre-sets on a phone. To allow for future expansion, we will not require that each handheld 
have an implementation for every higher-level type. Instead, each higher-level type will be able to be 
decomposed into one or more primitive types. For example, volume might be a number between 1 and 
10. 

The proposed system will also be able to add extra information to the types to help the user interface 
generator. For example, lists will be annotated with the usual number of entries to help choose the ap-
propriate layout. String values will have formatting information to help the controller display them ap-
propriately, and for input fields, to determine if the user has entered a legal value. 

As an example, a specification for the parameter “Power” on a radio might include the following infor-
mation (the syntax and values of this example are just meant to be illustrative): 

Type: Power    // high-level type for which there may be a special widget 
Is-A: Boolean  // primitive type, in case there isn’t a widget for power: value can be true or false 
Label: Power || {Radio}[Off,On]   // various choices for how this might be labeled 
Importance: High   // to tell the layout handler to make this element more prominent 

5.3.2. The Structure of the Interface 

The most interesting part of the specification language will be the relationships of the properties and 
controls to each other. Many appliances are highly moded, and various controls are only visible in certain 
modes. For example, for the stereo, whole groups of controls depend on which source for audio is se-
lected (CD, tape, radio, etc.). On a control panel for a phone, the “hang-up” button should only be avail-
able when the phone is in use. Depending on the controller, the hang-up button might either be grayed 
out or else it might be invisible when it is not available. For other kinds of controls, the default or current 
value will be dynamically determined depending on other settings. These dependencies will need to be in 
the specification that the device sends to the controller. 

Another kind of relationship that seems to be needed is the grouping of related objects. For example, on a 
tape player, the buttons for play, stop, pause, fast-forward, rewind, and record should be together. We 
investigated grouping in our earlier work [Vander Zanden 1990] and similar techniques may be used for 
the PUC. 

The groupings cannot be inferred from the names of the controls. For example, both a telephone and a 
TV have a mute button. On the TV, mute is associated with volume, since it sets the volume to zero, so 
the mute button makes sense to group with volume. However, on a speakerphone, the volume sets the 
loudness that you hear, whereas mute makes it so the person at the other end cannot hear you. Therefore, 
for the phone, the mute button has nothing to do with the volume control. Although both functions are 
labeled “mute,” good controller designs would probably lay them out differently. 

At a higher-level, there will be groupings that might be put on different panes on small screens, or put in 
pop-up dialog boxes. This relates to the “card” concept in WML for WAP [WAP Forum 1999]. For ex-
ample, on the phone, the widgets for dialing might be put on a different pane than the widgets for voice 
mail messages. This grouping will have to be flexibly described so the interface can be adapted to both 
small screens where there may be many panes, and to large screens where many controls may fit on the 
screen at once. 

5.3.3. Representation of the Specification Language 

The above requirements for the specification language will help guide the selection of the particular syn-
tax and representation. Our current thoughts are to use some form of XML as the representation, since it 
is broadly used and available. It is easy for people to read and there are many tools to help write and 
parse XML. We are also investigating various XML-based languages, such as uPnP, WML, MoDAL, 
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UIMS, and PhoneControl, to see if they can be adapted to serve our needs. Clearly it would be better to 
adopt some standard, but as a research project, we feel we should first determine the requirements for 
generating a high-quality user interface, and then evaluate the different options to see which ones are 
best. 

Another interesting issue with the specification language is that it is for two-way communication, not 
just for describing the appliance’s properties in one batch file. Ideally, the handheld can control the ap-
pliance by sending back data in the same format as used for the specification. For example, if the specifi-
cation includes that there is a parameter of type “Power” whose current value is “Off,” the controller 
should be able to send back a similar message saying the value has changed to be “On.” 

Another use for two-way communication will be when the controller needs further elaboration for the 
user interface itself. In many cases, it may be appropriate to limit the initial communication to only the 
essential information, to save time and battery power for the transfer. When further information is 
needed, the controller might ask for it from the appliance. This may happen when the controller does not 
have a higher-level type, and then it may ask the appliance to send the primitives. Another case might be 
if the user clicks on a “help” button on the controller, the appliance may send over context-dependent 
help. Further, if the controller has a color screen and high-bandwidth communication, it may ask for 
fancy icons from the appliance rather than using standard textual labels. 

5.4. Automatic Design 

In parallel with developing the specification language, we will also be creating software for generating 
user interfaces for the panels from the specifications. In our previous work on automatic creation of user 
interfaces [Vander Zanden 1990], we showed that we could generate reasonable quality user interfaces 
that varied based on the look-and-feel of the underlying platform. This work and that of others (e.g., 
[Kim 1993]), augmented by more rules to insure that the layout conforms to the best design practices, 
will form part of the basis of the proposed implementation. We hope to be able to use a machine-
independent programming language for the implementation, such as Java, so that we do not need to re-
implement the software for the various machines. 

An important consideration for the algorithm will be to achieve consistency across different appliances. 
This goes beyond just using consistent widgets and terminology. It might also encompass trying to en-
force similar behaviors on sets of widgets. For example, it applies to layouts since the software should 
try to place the volume control at about the same place for control panels of different appliances. It might 
also apply to entire groups of controls. For example, if the user is used to setting a clock using hour and 
minute buttons, a new appliance’s time should be set using that familiar set of controls, and not, for ex-
ample, using “fast” and “slow” buttons. Enabling this consistency is another good reason that it is better 
to dynamically create the control panels rather than having the appliance pre-specify what they will look 
like, since the appliance will not know about the control panels for other devices that the user has seen. 

The controller interfaces are expected to be simpler to generate than other kinds of interfaces.  The inter-
faces are constructed mainly of buttons and selection lists, grouped appropriately on the screen. Under-
standing the groupings solves much of the layout problem, which is problem that we will address in the 
specification language. We also will use mode knowledge from the specification to isolate elements that 
control modes from those elements that are change depending on the mode. 

The goal will be that the generated user interfaces should be very close to the hand-designed panels we 
started with. To measure whether they are “close enough,” user studies will be performed to compare the 
hand-designed and automatically generated panels against the original physical devices. The automati-
cally generated interfaces should be able to match the performance of the hand-designed panels. 
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5.5. User Customizations 

After the controller has automatically generated a user interface, we propose to allow the user to custom-
ize it in various ways. This will use technology like in our Shortcutter application [Myers 2000c], which 
already provides the ability to hand-create and hand-edit panels of controls. We expect that only ad-
vanced users will want to customized their interfaces, but it does provide many advantages to those who 
do: 

• Elimination of buttons for functions that are never used, to simplify the interface. Alternatively, 
the user might make the buttons for common functions be more prominent. 

• Supporting default values for frequently used parameters. For example, a clock controller can 
always come up ready to set the alarm to 7:00am. 

• Constructing control panels that control multiple devices, by dragging in controls from different 
panels. Macros can even be created so that a single button will send multiple commands to dif-
ferent devices. For example, a button might lower the lights while turning on the TV, the VCR 
and the cable box. 

• Sharing customizations. Third parties might even provide a market of specially designed control 
panels. For example, for the Philips Pronto, there is a web site where one can get many different 
pre-programmed panels that people have created [Philips 2001]. 

These customizations would be saved for the user and used for all devices of the same type. Techniques 
that combine designer-specified and user-specified constraints [Borning 1997] might be used to imple-
ment the customizations. 

6. Other Benefits 

If the proposed research is successful, it will have benefits beyond just remote control devices for appli-
ances. The proposed research will help further the cause of separating the user interface from the applica-
tion code, which has always been a basic goal of user interface software research from the beginning. 
Using a high-level specification of the application functionality to guide the automatic design of the user 
interface may be useful for many other kinds of applications, besides remote controllers. As future mo-
bile and handheld devices have increasingly diverse user interface characteristics, and yet can run the 
same software (for example, if it is written in a portable language such as Java), it will be increasingly 
important for the user interface to automatically adapt to whatever platform it is on. The techniques de-
veloped as part of the proposed research may point the way for how to create a more general user inter-
face generator for many portable computerized applications. 

7. Conclusions 

The proposed research addresses important research questions in the development of “smart products” 
for home automation and in the use of handheld devices with wireless communication systems. The Per-
sonal Universal Controller would make an exciting commercial product that many people would proba-
bly like to have. However, significant research is necessary before such a controller can be created, espe-
cially to investigate what form a specification language should take to describe the functions, and how 
high-quality user interfaces can be created from that specification that are adapted to the characteristics 
of the user and the handheld. Devices are already increasingly able to communicate and accept external 
control. If we can show success in this research, then manufacturers may be more motivated to also have 
the devices export the specifications of their parameters. 

8. Results from Brad Myers’s Prior NSF Grants 

Brad Myers has two current NSF grants, and had two NSF grants that have completed. 
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One current grant is IRI-9900452, “A More Natural Programming Environment for Children,” which is 
partially supporting the PhD work of John Pane. This project is investigating how to make programming 
easier to children by investigating more natural ways to expressing programming concepts, and by using 
good user interface design practices in the design process. The background studies have been reported in 
a journal article [Pane 2001], three conference papers [Pane 2000c][Pane 2000a][Pane 2000b] and two 
keynote addresses [Myers 1999][Myers 2000a]. Many further publications and results are expected. 

The other current grant is IIS-9817527 supported by the Digital Library Initiative-2, and is for “An Intel-
ligent Authoring Tool for Non-Programmers Using the Informedia Video Library.” This project, with 
Drs. Scott Stevens and Al Corbett, is investigating how to create a very easy-to-use editor for digital 
video. This is supporting the MS work of one student and the PhD work of another, and has resulted in a 
CHI’2001 student poster [Casares 2001] and a conference paper in submission [Myers 2001a]. This re-
search is just getting started. 

Brad Myers’s two prior NSF grants supported work on a number of projects in the general area of dem-
onstrational interfaces. A demonstrational interface extends the range of direct manipulation by allowing 
the user to operate on examples from which the system creates a generalization. The fundamental goal of 
these projects is to give to users the capabilities of programming without requiring them to learn how to 
program. The first grant, IRI-9020089, called “Using Demonstration in User Interfaces,” from 8/15/91 
until 1/31/94, supported research on demonstrational interfaces for text formatting styles, and for creating 
scripts in a visual shell. The work on text formatting, which was the Master’s thesis for Andrew Werth 
[Werth 1992], allowed the user to select a region of text containing different parts which are formatted 
differently, and the system tried to figure out from the example which formatting goes with which parts 
of the document. A visual shell is an iconic interface to a file system (e.g., the Apple Macintosh Finder). 
The PURSUIT system, which was the Ph.D. thesis of Francesmary Modugno [Modugno 1995], allows 
the user to start recording, perform a sequence of commands, and then stop recording. The primary inno-
vations in PURSUIT are the automatic generalization of the program so it will be more reusable, and the 
novel representation of the program so the user can verify and edit the program. PURSUIT represents the 
recorded program as a “comic strip” which uses familiar file and folder icons, and shows the changes to 
those icons using before and after pictures representing the operations [Modugno 1997b]. 

The second grant, IRI-9319969, called “Demonstrational Interfaces for Visualization and End-User Pro-
gramming,” from 8/15/94 until 9/30/97, funded research into demonstrational interfaces for visualization 
(charting) as well as an architecture to support creating demonstrational interfaces. In the Gold system 
[Myers 1994], the user can quickly draw a small piece of the picture of what the desired chart will look 
like and the system will generalize to create a chart appropriate to the picture and the selected data. This 
resulted in a patent and the BS thesis of Andrew Faulring (1999). The architecture, which was the Ph.D. 
work of David Kosbie, explored the recording of actions at multiple levels. These hierarchical events 
[Kosbie 1993] allow the user and automatic mechanisms to choose which level of the recording is appro-
priate. These ideas were also used to develop the hierarchical command objects [Myers 1996] that are 
part of the Amulet user interface development environment.  

In summary, the publications directly resulting from Myers’s four NSF grants include: 
• 1 Ph.D. thesis by Francesmary Modugno [Modugno 1995] (with 2 PhDs in progress), 
• 1 Masters thesis by Andrew Werth [Werth 1992] (with 1 in progress), 
• 1 BS thesis by Andrew Faulring (1999), 
• 1 patent: “Creating Charts and Visualizations by Demonstration,” Patent Number 5,581,677, April 

22, 1994. 
• 7 book chapters [Kosbie 1993][Modugno 1993b][Myers 1993b][Myers 1993a][Myers 

1993c][Myers 2001c][Wolber 2001], 
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• 5 refereed journal articles [Myers 1992][Modugno 1997a][Modugno 1997b][Myers 2000d][Pane 
2001], 

• 18 refereed conference publications [Myers 1991a][Myers 1991b][Myers 1991c][Modugno 
1993a][Myers 1993d][Werth 1993][Kosbie 1994][Modugno 1994a][Modugno 1994c][Modugno 
1994b][Myers 1994][Modugno 1996][Myers 1996][Myers 1998a][Pane 2000c][Pane 2000a][Pane 
2000b] 

• 1 student poster [Casares 2001] 
• 2 conference keynote addresses [Myers 1999][Myers 2000a]. 
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FACILITIES:

Laboratory: 
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system incorporates state-of-the-art commercial technology and spans over 100 segments in a “collapsed backbone” 
infrastructure that enables mutual access among all campus systems, including the PSC supercomputers.  The Uni-
versity currently provides 2Mb/s wireless data communication campus-wide. 

Externally, SCS connects directly to the Internet, through OC-3 (155 Mbit/s) links, the NSF-sponsored vBNS 
(OC12) network, and the Internet-2 Abilene network.  Carnegie Mellon is also actively engaged in the very high 
bandwidth research NGI initiatives. 

Office: CMU provides office space for the investigators and their students and staff. 

Other:        
Carnegie Mellon’s School of Computer Science (SCS) is the largest academic organization devoted to the study of 
computers.  Its five degree-granting departments -- the Computer Science Department, Robotics Institute, Human-
Computer Interaction Institute, Center for Automated Learning & Discovery, and Language Technologies Institute -- 
include over 200 faculty, 300 graduate students, and a 200-member professional technical staff. Two new units, the 
Entertainment Technology Center and the International Software Research Institute, opened in 1998 and 1999.  SCS 
also collaborates with other University Research Centers, including the DoD-funded Software Engineering Institute 
(SEI); the NSF-sponsored Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC), the Information Networking Institute, and the 
Institute for Complex Engineered Systems (ICES).  
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